
The Verebus Academy is part of Verebus Engineering 
and focuses on training for optimal use and 
maintenance of capital-intensive assets, and for the 
development of (associated) technical documentation. 

Training and courses
The Verebus Academy currently offers the following 
training and courses:

ILS training course
 → ILS Introduction
 → ILS Advanced

S-specifications training course
 → SX000i Introduction
 → S1000D Introduction
 → S1000D for authors
 → S1000D for coordinators

 → Reliability Management (i.s.m. het ERC)
 → Reliability-centred maintenance level 1
 → Reliability-centred maintenance level 2
 → FMEA/FMECA
 → Quick maintenance

Target group
Participants in our trainings and courses are:

 → staff responsible for the deployment of capital-
intensive assets

 → chief engineers
 → managers of maintenance departments
 → engineers (from systems engineers to detail 

engineers)
 → managers of engineers
 → asset managers
 → technical authors

Tailor-made training
In addition to our regular offer, the Verebus Academy 
also provides tailor-made training, in which the content 
and level of the training are adapted to the needs of the 
organisation. This can range from a short introduction 
training to an intensive course of several months.

Preliminary knowledge
All training and courses require a minimum of a higher 
vocational education (college) level.
To participate in follow-up training courses, we expect 
you to have attended the introductory training course or 
to have comparable knowledge.

General
Our training courses are scheduled several times a year. 
Go to www.verebus.nl/training for our current training 
calendar or to request a (tailor-made) training course. Or 
send us an email at academy@verebus.nl.

More information? www.verebus.nl/training or academy@verebus.nl
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Leading in Knowledge
The most important asset of Verebus Engineering 
is the expertise and know-how of our employees. In 
order to reinforce this unique position, we set up the 
Verebus Academy to share this relevant and up-to-
date knowledge with our clients.

Whether you’re looking for a workshop, short 
training, or longer course, Verebus Academy is the 
training partner in the field of ILS, S-specifications, 
technical documentation and RCM.

Verebus Academy
COURSES & TRAINING


